1st Inter-Continental Concert (The Reunion of the Legends):

“Having a talent brings a responsibility” is the slogan of the first Inter-Continental Concert. Gathering an International team and utilizing their artistic capabilities and technological skills for creating a themed show was introduced as the aim of the first Inter-Continental Concerts. This event was a successful consociation of several university artists, famous and loved by their communities, for bringing them together on stage for the first time. The name Reunion of the Legends refers to this fact.

This performance was based on scientific, artistic and technological infrastructures developed by International students who formed a collaboration that enabled them to share their arts and skills in music, dance and administrating the program. The Reunion of the Legends was the first event of the Inter-Continental Concerts, held at the Eastern Mediterranean University in 2012. The performances of this concert were spanned over diverse music genres in 4 different languages, representing sympathy, teamwork, unified achievements and the beauty of cooperation.

North Cyprus – 2012
InterContinentalConcerts.org
The Song “The One Who” and Hip-Hop Dance
The Song “Our Life Moments” along with Modern Dance
The Song “Life” in Russian Language

The Song “Life” in Russian Language
The Music “Persian Nowrouz” along with Persian Dance
The Song “My Life is Çok Güzeli”

The Song “Song of Graduation”
Producers:
Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi
Sam Mosallaeipour

Song & Music Composers:
Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi
Salar Hamzei ("Li'fe" Guitar Solo)
Maria Musaeva ("Life" Lyrics)
Nubi Kayode (My Life Is Çok Güzel)

Music Band:
Shahed Mohsen Synth, Santour
Samson Tinz Drums
Izu David Keyboard
Isam Qaimari Violine
İşıl Akgüç Flute
Salar Hamzei Guitar
Faraz Salem Electric Guitar

Vocalists:
Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi
Hally Haliut
Sam Mosallaeipour
Nubi Kayode

Rap Artist:
Maria Musaeva
Olaniyi Teidi (Java)

Choir Group:
Chidiebere Nwosu
Lucky Ikediego
Nkachukwu Chimdiogo
Benjamin Anyaegbunam
Anthony Anaedu
Maria Tambe
Odusami Racheal Mojisola
Matemilola Fatima Oreoluwa
Simon Benjamin Olisakwe
Ikechukwu Nwaka
Chinedu Emmanuel Ayinotu
Shedrack Peter

Hip-Hop Dance Group:
Fonum Kotty
Jenny Okonji

Modern Dance Group:
Alexandra Gubanova
Yulya Artemova
Atrin Sarmadi
Sino Ruziev

Persian Dance:
Mahshid Alavi

Presenter:
David Mathias

Live Lighting Design:
Kasra Talebian

Music Videos:
Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi

Video Cameras:
Maziar Sanaii Ashtiani
Mazyar Ghadirinezhad
Doğu Emrah Öden
Abubakar Saleh

Behind the Scene Camera:
Sam Mosallaeipour
Kaveh Rasouli

Photographers:
Barış Kemal Kirik
Rozhano Azimi Hashemi

Edit, Audio Mixing & Post Production:
Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi

Project Manager:
Sam Mosallaeipour

Financial Planner:
Bezhan Rustamov

Performed at Eastern Mediterranean University